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www.janohindi.org

History of National Spelling Bee
* The First National English Language Spelling Bee was held in 1925, by a collaboration of nine newspapers.

* There were no National Spelling Bees held during World War Years 1943-45

* In 1985 Balu Natarajan of Chicago, Illinois, became the first Indian-American to win the Scripps National Spelling Bee.

* Since 1985 ten additional Indian-Americans have won the championship.

* For past 4 years, all the National Spelling Bee champions have been of Indian origin.

Foreign Language Spelling Bee
* In UK, Foreign Language Spelling Bees are held for German, Spanish and French Languages

* First-ever Gujarati Language Spelling Bee was held in Houston, USA in 2008.

Quick Links
For registration to Jano Hindi Summer Academy, click here.
For registration to our Jano India Summer Camp, click here.

Please visit our events page on Facebook!
Jano Hindi Bee
March 24, 2012 2.00 pm - 5.00 pm
722 S. Main Street Milpitas, CA 95035
Camp Jano India, Santa Clara
June 11, 2012 - July 27, 2012,
Camp Jano India, Mountain View
June 18, 2012 - June 29, 2012

JANO HINDI BEE FOR FIRST TIME EVER!

Hello All Hindi Lovers,
For the first time ever, US Hindi Association has organized a Hindi spelling Bee for Hindi students of USHA. Jano Hindi Bee is being organized with the sole objective of promoting Hindi language learning among USHA students, to expand their Hindi vocabulary and to encourage usage of Hindi language in their day to day life. All the students are given a list of most common Hindi words to study at the beginning of the school year. The participants are expected to learn and tell the meaning of these words to compete and win. The Semi-Finals and Final Round will be held in Milpitas, on March 24, at 2.00 pm. The Jano Hindi Bee is open to USHA students only. All parents and Hindi language lovers are welcome to attend this event and cheer all the competitors!

Sincerely,
US Hindi Association
(650) 493 - 1566

Jano Hindi Summer Academy
Grades 5+
9:30am-12:30pm
June 11 - July 13
*Palo Alto *West San Jose *Fremont *San Jose
First 50 students get complimentary Hindi Movie!
Jano Hindi Summer Academy is specially designed for children of Grade 5 and above. The course is covered at a faster pace, considering the fast learning ability of middle school aged children, their desire to grasp, and ability to concentrate for extended period of time. The course also consists of special conversation exercises, most needed to go along with the reading and writing knowledge of the script. This way they can complete an entire Hindi language level in one summer, even a complete course, depending on the location! Please visit our website www.janohindi.org to learn more about how your middle schooler can take advantage of this opportunity.

जानो बी शब्द मिलान - १ (१ - २५)

| वहीं | to wake up |
| जगना | to come |
| रोना | to go |
| चलना | to see |
| बेघरा | to sleep |
| आगा | to talk |
| जाना | to walk |
| देखना | to hear |
| सुनना | to sit |
| चौंकना | to cry |
| पढ़ना | flower |
| पत्ती | fruit |
| पूल | bud |
| कली | tree |
| फल | small leaf |